Names: McGlaughlin/McGlauclin/McLaughlin/etc.


Here is your census request:

1860 Fed Census, Versailles twp, Brown Co, IL 698/680:

    F. S. McGlauclin 29, cooper, b. LA or NY (this was a tough call, many of his letters are similar)
    Mrs. A. McGlauclin 23, IL
    M. A. McGlauclin (f) 3, IL
    R. J. McGlauclin (f) 1, IL

====

I checked various other spellings for this surname (McGlaughlin, McLaughlin, McLauchlin, Laughlin, Lauchlin),  but I couldn't find anyone with a family that matches this one. There is one F. S. McGlaughlin, son of George N. McGlaughlin who served in a war, but I don't know which one: Co D 119th Ill Inf. Since the years for George N.'s birth and death are 1862-1929, I would be suspicious that George is the son of F. S., and not the other way around.

There is also a Fred S. McGlauchen (1903-1961) and wife, Maud Irene (1903-1964). The surname is undoubtedly misspelled.

I won't be doing any extensive searches from here on, since we are almost completely packed to move. If you have general questions, please get back to me before the 19th. Our computer will be packed on the 20th.

Laurie Huffman

======

Anisah A Haynes wrote:
 Hi, I wanted to ask for a lookup of the info of my ancestor in the 1860 Brown County Census index. Can I get all family info as well on this family, such as all ages and where all are born? Thanks a lot!  
McGlauclin, F. S. V698
 Thank you very much! Anisah :) 

Dear  Anisah,
Here is the information and a couple comments:

1870 Federal Census of Brown County, Ill, Lee Twp
46/46
James McGlaughlin 33 m farm labor 100 Ohio
Elvina McGlaughlin 34 f  Vermont
Eva McGlaughlin 9 f Ill
Walter McGlaughlin 2 m Ill
Jefferson McGlaughlin 11/12 m Ill

The census taker wrote James' information as though he was part of the
family above. Elvira appears to have been given all of James' information
except sex and age. The census taker or someone later corrected part of the
entry, specifically the occupation column, by moving "farm labor" up one
line, drawing a line through "farm Labor" on Elvina's line  and writing
"keeps house" on Eva's line with arrows pointing up. I have taken the
liberty of correcting the entry the way it appears that it should be. If
not, then James would be born in Ill, Elvina in Ohio, and Eva in Vermont.
This is possible but not likely in light of the other evidence.

Notice the spelling of McLaughlin. I left it as it was written in the
census.

Sincerely,
Ken Huffman

Anisah A Haynes wrote:


> Ken,
>
> Thanks for your previous lookup. I would appreciate another one when you
> have time.
>
> 1870 FEDERAL CENSUS , BROWN COUNTY, ILLINOIS
>
> McLaughlin, James L46
> McLaughlin, James V224
>
> thank you very much!
>
> Anisah  [:-)] 



Dear Anisah,
Here is the long awaited entry I missed previously. Actually, I didn't miss
it. I just didn't respond to your request at the same time as the one
previous. I tend to do look ups in the order I get them. Anyway...

1870 Federal Census , Brown County, Illinois, Versailles Twp
224/224
James McLaughlin 34 m Laborer Ohio
Annie? McLaughlin 34 f Ohio
David McLaughlin 14 m Ill
William McLaughlin 10 m Ill
Frederick McLaughlin 7 m Ill

This whole entry was very hard to read. James' wife's name was nearly
impossible. It was not Rachel or Jane but looked a little like Anna or
Annie, hence the question mark.

Sorry, I couldn't be more certain.
Ken Huffman


Anisah A Haynes wrote:


> Ken,
>
> Thanks for the lookup on James but there was another one there as well,
> did you not find the "McLaughlin, James V224"? I'm specifically looking
> for a Rachel Jane McGlaughlin or McLaughlin.
>
> Anisah  [:)] 


